
 

 

      Fixed/Index Universal Life Insurance (IUL) Disclosure 

I understand the product that I am applying for is an Index Universal Life Insurance (“IUL”) contract 
through an insurance agent from UNI Worldwide Financial Marketing. I have received sales literature for 
this contract. Applicants for such contracts must carefully review and certify their understanding of the 
pertinent information governing the contract being purchased.  

Applicant’s 
Initials 

               I certify that I have reviewed and fully understand each of the following line items regarding 
              the important parts covering the IUL contract I am purchasing. 
           

________ 1. I understand that I am purchasing a life insurance contract. I am not investing directly in an indexed account. The payments I make are premiums for the policy. As 
described in the literature, the insurance company, if applicable, takes out certain premium expense changes from each payment. The net premiums are directed to the 
Fixed Account (available in most products) and/or Indexes I select. Each Index is linked to a corresponding Index (S&P 500 or Dow Jones ®). 

________ 2. I understand there is a supplemental cash value in my life insurance policy, which is supplemental to my Social Security and/or any other retirement vehicle I may 
have. 

________ 3. I understand there are Surrender Penalties, Loans, and Partial Withdrawals within the IUL Contract I am purchasing. I understand that I can surrender my policy for the 
total net surrender value at any time. After the first policy year (in most products), I can borrow a certain percentage of the policy’s net surrender value or make partial 
withdrawals up to a certain percentage of the net surrender value. If I surrender my policy at any time, the policy will be subject to taxes incurred. Loans and partial 
withdrawals have other limits, conditions, and/or charges, and they will reduce the death benefit payable and cash value available to cover the monthly policy 
deductions. “Net surrender value” refers to the cash value of the policy less any surrender charge or similar charge and less any outstanding policy loans. Surrender 
charges may significantly affect the amount of net surrender value available for loans and withdrawals, and they usually apply for a number of years. These limits, 
conditions, effects, and charges may vary by product and insurance company, and they are described in detail in the policy. 

________ 4. I understand there are Monthly Policy Deductions. Each month, the insurance company will deduct charges and expenses (as described in the specific product’s 
policy), from the cash value of the policy. These charges and expenses include a monthly administrative charge, the cost of insurance (COI), and any optional benefits 
added by riders. Cost of insurance rates are set by one’s risk class and normally increase every year, but they will never exceed the guaranteed maximum cost of 
insurance rate set forth in the policy.  

________ 5. I understand the cash values of my policy will change. Future policy cash values may be more or less than premiums paid and depend on:   
- the actual results and changes in the value of the index;  
- the cost of insurance and other regular monthly deductions;  
- the amount and timing of premium payments and any cash withdrawals or loans taken; and  
- any changes made to the policy.  

________ 6. I understand the policy illustrations are only hypothetical examples: Actual rates of return and policy results will vary. Illustrations only show how different rates of 
return and other assumptions could affect a policy’s vales and benefits over time. Rate of return is not guaranteed. 

________ 7. I understand that any tax or legal advice needs to come from my accountant or attorney: The agent of UNI Worldwide Financial Marketing, the company nor the 
Insurance Company gives tax or legal advice. I will consult with my own professional tax or legal advisor as I see fit. 

________ 8. I understand that I need to know what it means to replace another policy. In completing my application for the IUL contract, my agent asked if I intended to replace an 
existing policy or contract. To replace includes surrender, end, cancel, change, reduce, or withdraw from an existing contract or borrow more than 25% of its loan value. 
If so: 
 
*I have considered relevant factors under both policies, including: 
a) Incontestable and suicide provisions            b) Evidence of Insurability 
c) Surrender Charges                                            d) Premium payments and insurance rates 
e) Cash Values                                                        f) Other fees, charges, index and features  
g) Tax consequences of the replacement 
 
*I have reviewed my existing contract and determined the replacement is appropriate for my needs and objectives, and appropriate replacement forms have been 
completed. 

________ 9. I have met my needs and objectives. I fully understand that life insurance contracts are designed for LONG-TERM savers who seek like insurance benefits and a choice 
of index options. I have reviewed my insurable needs and financial objectives with my agent from UNI Worldwide Financial Marketing. I have determined that my 
payments are affordable and the contract is appropriate for my needs and objectives.  

________ 10. Life insurance must continue to be in forced or all outstanding loans will become taxable according to current tax law. 

 

By signing below, I certify that I have reviewed the entirety of this disclosure and fully understand all aspects of the described, important items 

regarding the IUL contract that I am purchasing.  

 

_______________________________________________________________                                                _____________________________________ 

Print / Signature of Proposed Insured                                                                              Date 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________                                                _____________________________________ 

Print / Signature of Agent & agent code                                                                          Date 


